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Techno enthusiasts are in for a treat as VOWED, Coopex, and Ali Schwartz join forces to
release a mind-bending techno cover of the chart-topping hit "I'm Good" by Bebe Rexha and
David Guetta. This collaboration, born from the creative minds of three remarkable artists,

promises to elevate the original track to new heights within the EDM landscape.
This collaboration marks a convergence of three distinct musical styles, blending VOWED's
techno prowess, Coopex's Dance Pop sensibilities, and Ali Schwartz's anthemic vocals. The

result is a dynamic and electrifying reinterpretation that keeps the euphoric feeling of the original
while showcasing the artists' collective innovation.

"I'm Good," originally a collaboration between Bebe Rexha and David Guetta, took the charts by
storm with its infectious energy and catchy melodies. Now, VOWED, Coopex, and Ali Schwartz

https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo/4o1n5j93vee7p1ipoxnjs/h?rlkey=ix1rmwbdh6mtdtxlgjrmkgaa0&dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo/1m7lbo7fsi2ma4d9th5wu/h/Cover%20Arts?dl=0&subfolder_nav_tracking=1


are set to bring a fresh and exhilarating perspective to the track with their techno-infused remix
taking listeners on an explosive sonic journey that will have them running for the dance floor.
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About Vowed
Originating from the outskirts of Paris, VOWED is a 24 year old producer and DJ. Anyone

familiar with VOWED knows just how hardworking the French-born and London-based artist is.
The DJ and producer has already released a handful of originals this year and is always making
sure to reinvent himself and keep his musical output entertaining, qualities that have resulted in
him receiving support from heavyweights such as Laidback Luke, Noizu, Tomsize, Eskei83,

Danny Darko, LOUD ABOUT US! and many more, as well as DJ some of Paris’ biggest clubs.

About Coopex
The Bordeaux-based Teddy Yrius, better known as Coopex, is a French music producer born in
1998. The Frenchman started to produce electronic dance music in early 2015 and has slowly

but steadily found his element in the Dance Pop scene.
After perfecting his craft, Teddy began to reach out and work with labels to reach a larger
audience and introduce himself as an artist. Coopex is passionate to work with like-minded
artists to create a fresh and forward-thinking vibe of electronic dance music. Fast forward five

years and the young Frenchman has collected more than 100 million streams across all
streaming platforms and he doesn’t seem to stop there. Coopex is an artist to keep an eye on in

2021.

About Coopex
Driven by a unique fusion of natural talent, a desire to empower others and an unwavering work

ethic—artist, songwriter and choreographer Ali Schwartz, lives a life devoted to music.
Born in the Big Apple and proud of her roots, Ali’s fascination for the stage grew exponentially

from a young age. Having released her first single back in 2019, with a sold out show to
celebrate, the future looks brighter than ever.

Always keeping her music at the forefront, Ali wrote and performed the theme song for Yelp and
Entrepreneur Media’s podcast that emerged in 2020. From big beats and high energy, to soulful
and passionate vocals that spark, Ali’s music promises to be anthemic—fuel for inspiration that
fans can sing out loud to and lose themselves within. Ali continues to seize the day and pour
every ounce of experience, excitement, energy and pride into her music, in the hopes of

bringing joy to all who listen.

https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo/rcjijifk3vn5jjq3brpbn/h?rlkey=onuu4de9ml9v70xozy0ngaodr&dl=0

